Contracting an Honors Course

CONTRACT for a REGULAR COURSE: Form B

A contracted Honors course involves substantial independent work that complements the normal requirements of the course and that reflects the expectations of upper division work within the course’s discipline. Specific expectations for honors credit must be negotiated between the student and instructor, and successful completion of the Honors component will be noted as HONORS credit on the student’s transcript.

This form must be completed and signed by student and professor before the end of the registration period. Copies should be retained by both parties to avoid any misunderstanding about expectations. This form, once completed, must be submitted to the Honors Program Director. A copy of the honors syllabus must be given to the Honors Program Director after the first meeting of the class during the first week of the semester.

STUDENT NAME:
PHONE: ___________________ E-MAIL: ___________________
MAJOR: ________________ Term: ____________________

COURSE NUMBER AND TITLE:

REQUIREMENTS:
Special reading/research/project:

Special writing/reporting/presentations:

Special meetings with professor:

Method of Evaluation, including percentage of grade for honors work:

SIGNATURES:
Student: _______________________________ Date: ______________
Professor: _______________________________ Date: ______________